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Abstract

Recommender systems are being widely used to assist people in making decisions, for example, recommending films to watch or books to buy. Despite its ubiquity, the problem of presenting the recommendations of temporal event sequences has not been studied. We propose EventAction, which to our knowledge, is the first attempt at a prescriptive analytics interface designed to present and explain recommendations of temporal event sequences. EventAction provides a visual analytics approach to (1) identify similar records, (2) explore potential outcomes, (3) review recommended temporal event sequences that might help achieve the users’ goals, and (4) interactively assist users as they define a personalized action plan associated with a probability of success. Following the design study framework, we designed and deployed EventAction in the context of student advising and reported on the evaluation with a student review manager and three graduate students.
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1 Introduction

The growing interest in event analytics has resulted in a flurry of novel tools and applications using visual analytics techniques to tackle varied problems in healthcare, customer service, education, cybersecurity, etc. The central tasks include describing, summarizing, or comparing collections of event patterns, searching event sequences to find records of interest or build cohorts, predicting outcomes associated with event patterns, studying variants from established workflows, etc. We believe the next breakthroughs for event analytics will come by going beyond the usual descriptive and predictive analytics to develop actionable guidance by way of prescriptive analytics [16, 24].

In layman’s terms, the prescriptive analytics for temporal event sequences consists of recommended actions (what and when) that
would lead to the desired outcome based on the history of similar archived records. Imagine the following scenario: I am a student at the end of my second year of graduate school. I wish to become a professor and wonder what jobs other students like me got. Then, I wonder what those who ended up being professors did in their last two years of studies. Did they go on internships? When and how many times? I know that publishing is important, but when did they typically publish papers? Does it seem better to start early or all at the end? Did they get a masters on the way? Did they work as teaching assistants? Early on or later toward the end? So I meet with my department’s graduate advisor. He pulls a set of students’ records from the campus archives who are similar to me based on their last two years of studies. He explains to me their outcomes in terms of the time it took to graduate and job type. Then, we look at those who became professors, review the recommendations, and discuss together an action plan, combining the wisdom of the advisor and the system’s recommendations based on events and timings identified as correlated with becoming a professor.

The research question is what combination of algorithmic analysis and interactive visual exploration can augment analysts’ ability to review recommended actions and improve outcomes?

Recommender systems are being widely used to assist people in making decisions, for example, recommending films to watch or books to buy. The main novelty of the approach proposed in this paper is that it uses event sequences as features to identify similar records and provide appropriate recommendations. While traditional product recommendations can be described with simple explanations such as “customers with attributes like yours also looked at this product or watched this movie,” our approach can be summarized by the following statement: “Based on what happened to customers who started with an event sequence similar to yours, what the sequences of actions and their timings are that might lead to your desired outcome.”

Properly presenting and explaining recommendations is critical to the effectiveness of recommender systems and decision support tools in general, as it helps develop users’ trust in the system and motivate users’ actions [34]. Visualization techniques, such as ranked lists [44] and two-dimensional maps [13], have been used to pursue this goal. EventAction provides a visual analytics approach to (1) find similar archived records, (2) explore potential outcomes, (3) review recommended temporal event sequences that might help achieve the users’ goals and identify key steps that are of particular importance, and (4) assist users as they interactively define a personalized action plan associated with a probability of success. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- The first attempt—to the best of our knowledge—at a prescriptive analytics system to present and explain recommendations of temporal event sequences.
- A proposed four-step workflow for temporal event sequence recommendation.
- A design study of EventAction, which instantiates the proposed workflow in the context of a student advising application, and reports on an evaluation conducted with a student review manager and three graduate students.

The general EventAction principles instantiated in the student advising application can be applied to many other domains. In the case of doctors formulating medical treatment plans, EventAction can help doctors find archived patients who have medical histories similar to the current patient and identify treatments associated with a good outcome. Another application might be eCommerce companies planning a series of interventions to retain a current customer. They would find archived customers who started with an event sequence similar to the current customer, and then recommend sequences of actions and their timings that increase the likelihood of retention. A third promising domain is sports coaching. For example, in the middle of a basketball game, a good coach formulates a plan to increase the team’s likelihood of winning the game. EventAction can help the coach find archived games that had a similar first half, and suggest actions such as using an agile point guard immediately or attempting more three-pointers in the last five minutes.

2 RELATED WORK

This section discusses related work in event sequence visualization and query, outcome analysis, and recommender systems.

2.1 Temporal Event Sequences Visualizations

Early research on visualizing temporal event sequences focuses on showing individual records. For example, LifeLines [29] and Lifelines2 [41] place events on a horizontal timeline to show when the events occurred. Episogram [10] draws vertical threads on top of a horizontal timeline to represent events that belong to specific conversations or topics. These techniques are capable of showing the detailed events of each record but do not scale well when a large number of records are to be shown in a stacked manner.

Techniques for generating an aggregated overview of multiple records have been designed to tackle this challenge. LifeFlow [43] aggregates multiple event sequences into a tree structure and OutFlow [42] summarizes multiple event sequences as a network. DecisionFlow [18] introduces a set of query and milestone-based methods for analyzing event sequences with larger numbers of event categories. Bernard et al. [5] demonstrates how a customized application can provide useful summaries of patient histories and their outcomes, and facilitate the selection of similar patients based on patient attributes.

Our prototype consists of both timeline views for showing detailed events of individual records and activity summary views for revealing event patterns of a group. Our designs were inspired by prior work and adapted to the needs of presenting and explaining temporal event sequence recommendations.

2.2 Temporal Event Sequence Queries

Tools have been developed to help users specify temporal queries, which consist of elements such as the required events, temporal relationships between the events, and attribute ranges of the events or records [22, 27, 35]. The results are event sequences that exactly match the query, which requires users to have specific query rules in mind to obtain useful results. These tools also provide visual feedback to facilitate the iterative refinements of the queries.

Another tool, Similar [44], focuses on searching for similar event sequences. For example, given an event sequence, find other event sequences that are similar to it. It defines similarity metrics to compare two event sequences and takes in consideration of swaps, missing or extra events, and difference in timing between events. The output is a ranked list of the similar records. Users do not need to specify the query rules but the similarity scores are hard to interpret and using the control panels to adjust parameters is complex.

Finding users similar to the active user is a major component of recommendation techniques [32, 37] and has also been applied in other domains such as the similarity-based data-driven forecasting for time series [8]. Our work borrows and extends the existing similarity metrics for comparing temporal event sequences.

2.3 Outcome Analysis

Understanding how different sequences of events lead to different outcomes is an important task in event sequence analysis, leading to hypotheses about causation. OutFlow [42] uses a network structure to aggregate similar event sequences into progression pathways and summarizes the pathways’ possible outcomes. Its application for electronic medical records, CareFlow [28], allows doctors to
analyze treatment plans and their outcomes for patients with certain clinical conditions. TreatmentExplorer [17] provides a novel graphic interface for presenting the outcomes, symptoms, and side effects of treatment plans. CareCruiser [19] enables doctors to retrospectively explore the effects of previously applied clinical actions on a patient’s condition. CoCo [25] helps analysts compare two groups of records (e.g., with different outcomes) and uses high-volume hypothesis testing to systematically explore differences in the composition of the event sequences found in the two groups. MatrixWave [45] allows the exploration and comparison of two sets of event sequences with different outcomes by displaying the event sequences in a matrix and showing their differences at each step. These tools visualize the outcomes of a given set of records, enabling users to see the outcomes and progression pathways associated with these records. Our approach is to extend these tools by providing recommended sequences of temporal events that might help achieve users’ desired outcomes. It also allows users to define personalized action plans and provides feedback on the probability of success. In addition, while most existing tools assume a binary outcome, our approach enables users to explore multiple outcomes.

2.4 Recommender Systems

Recommender systems are software tools and techniques that suggest items for a user [32]. Existing recommendation techniques can be categorized into six classes [9]: Content-based, which recommends items similar to what the users liked in the past; Demographic, which personalizes suggestions based on the user’s demographic attributes such as age or country; Collaborative Filtering, which finds other users with similar tastes and recommend items they liked to the active user (e.g., GroupLens [31]); Community-based, which crowdsources the user’s personal social networks for recommendations (e.g., Ben-Shimon et al. [4] and Arazy et al. [3]); Hybrid Recommender Systems, which combine the other five recommendation approaches (e.g., Claypool et al. [11] and Mobasher et al. [26]).

An important application domain of recommender systems is education. Educational recommender systems have been developed to provide individual learners with suitable learning resources. Adaptive hypermedia systems [7, 40] suggest learning materials that accommodate each learner’s needs to support an active and self-regulated learning. Learning networks [14] connect distributed learners in certain domains and record their learning activities with measures like time and learning outcomes. Learners can use the networks to identify learning paths that are faster to complete or have a better outcome than others. Cognitive tutors [2, 12] recommend appropriate problem-solving activities and provide personalized instructions based on each learner’s learning progress to guide the development of problem-solving skills.

We propose a prescriptive analytics approach designed to present and explain recommendations of temporal event sequences. Our prototype extends the Collaborative Filtering technique and recommends actions by referring to archived records that shared similar event sequence patterns with the current record and had the desired outcome. It also augments traditional educational recommender systems by guiding users to define a personalized action plan associated with an increased probability of success.

3 DRIVING APPLICATION AND NEEDS ANALYSIS

The new concept of EventAction had been germinating in our team for several months based on prior event sequence analytics case studies. The design process was accelerated by choosing a specific application (student advising) to drive a multi-phase design study.

Our process was inspired by the nine-stage framework proposed by Sedlmair et al. [38]. Specifically, our work roughly matches the learn (visualization literature), discover (tasks and needs), design (visual, interaction, and algorithm), implement (prototypes), deploy (to domain expert and gather feedback), reflect (on designs and refine guidelines), and write (design study paper) stages in that framework. This section focuses on the discover stage, while later sections cover the design, implement, deploy, and reflect stages, which informed revisions to the user and task characterizations, and led to refinements to the prototype.

To learn about student academic planning, we worked closely with the professor who manages the computer science department’s review of graduate student progress and has eleven years of experience in student advising. We will call this main category of target user the “review manager.” The department conducts annual reviews of students’ accomplishments to encourage progress through program milestones. Students report their activities during the past year, including the series of courses they took, papers they published, internships, awards, etc. Based on these temporal event sequence data, the review manager conducts one-on-one reviewing sessions with the students to provide recommendations and help them plan the subsequent years so they may reach their career goal.

Often, the review manager makes recommendations by referring to the department’s requirements and by recalling the experience of students he advised in the past. While certain general recommendations such as “finishing your classes no later than the fifth semester” or “starting to work with professors in the second year” can be made in this manner, the review manager found it difficult to personalize the recommendations to fit each student’s progress and career goal, and finding relevant stories from past student histories that may provide inspiration and encouragement.

Facing this challenge, the review manager needs a tool to help him analyze the collected dataset of archived students' academic activities, and augment his ability to make personalized recommendations for each student. We held weekly meetings with the review manager during which we conducted informal interviews to understand the advising workflow and demonstrated the early prototypes of EventAction to collect his feedback and suggestions. Based on the discussions, we gathered and refined a list of design needs that EventAction should support to augment the advising workflow:

N1. Find Similar Archived Students: Querying the archived students’ data to find those whose activities are similar to the current student in their early years in school.

N2. Estimate Potential Outcomes: Summarizing the outcomes of the similar archived students to estimate the outcome of the current student.

N3. Recommend Actions: Providing recommendations on what actions to take and when to take the actions to improve the current student’s likelihood of achieving the desired outcome.

N4. Evaluate Action Plans: Providing immediate feedback on the action plan made by the current student and enabling the current student to review and tune the action plan iteratively based on the feedback.

N5. Protect Privacy: Protecting students’ privacy by showing only safe aggregations and providing adequate management of access rights to the detailed information.

We identified three variant scenarios of use: (1) the review manager might use the tool independently, for example, before or after an initial meeting with a student, (2) the review manager might explore the data and review suggestions standing side by side with a student, and (3) a student might use EventAction alone or with a peer. We discuss other usage scenarios in the evaluation and discussion sections.
4 DESCRIPTION OF EVENT ACTION

EventAction enables a data-driven workflow to help analysts generate a plan of action based on recommendations (Fig. 2). Seeded with a current record for review, EventAction extracts, from the set of all archived records, a cohort of records that are most similar to the current record. Each record is represented as a sequence of events and each event belongs to a particular event category. Outcomes are often defined by the inclusion of certain events in a record, for example, events representing students’ first placements. EventAction estimates the current record’s potential outcomes based on the outcome distribution of the similar archived records, and recommends actions by summarizing the activities of those who achieved the desired outcome. Action plans can be made for the current record and EventAction provides immediate feedback by showing how the plan affects the outcome estimation. In this section, we describe the steps of EventAction’s workflow, using the student advising scenario to illustrate those steps.

4.1 Reviewing Current Record

When using EventAction, a review manager starts by retrieving a current student’s record from the database. The record of a student working alone would be loaded automatically. Users can also select an initial desired outcome. EventAction shows the detail timeline in a table, where each row represents an event category and each column represents a period of time (Fig. 1b). To reduce visual clutter and show periodic patterns, events that occurred during the same time period are aggregated and encoded by the size of the gray square in each table cell. Our initial design was derived from Lifeline2 [41]. It showed the precise timing of all events but caused overlaps when multiple events occur close together. Our revised design applied the bucketing strategy [15] to aggregate the events within time periods, which dramatically simplifies the display.

EventAction allows users to specify the time periods, as they are likely to be highly dependent on specific application domains. For students’ academic records, the review manager segmented each year into three periods according to the school semesters: Spring (January to May), Summer (June to August), and Fall (September to December). The time axis of the current student (Fig. 1b) shows the exact date, while the time axis of the archived students uses relative time (Fig. 1f).

4.2 Finding Similar Archived Records

To find similar archived students, EventAction compares the event sequence patterns of the current record and each archived student. The length of the comparison window is defined by the length of the current student’s timeline. The similarity between two students is measured by the Euclidean distance of the feature vectors extracted from the students’ event sequences within the comparison window. In this paper, we defined the feature vector to be the number of events in each category. We chose a simple similarity algorithm to facilitate our goal of rapidly building a deployable prototype including all the steps of the workflow. The discussion section reviews possible enhancements.

Then, EventAction computes a similarity score between the current student and each archived student and shows the results in the similarity distribution view (Fig. 3a). We included a range selection widget to allow users to customize the set of archived students to be considered as the similar cohort. EventAction facilitates the range selection by showing five indicators which were determined through iterative refinement with the review manager: the total number archived students, the number of selected (similar archived) students, the number of selected students with the desired outcome (visible in green), the sampling fraction, and the average similarity score.

After the cohort selection, individual timelines of the similar archived students are displayed for inspection in the lower middle section of the screen, if the user has access rights to those records. (Fig. 3b). The design partner chose to align each record by Fall, which is the typical semester for starting school. Temporal patterns such as the number of courses students take or the most common semester students advance to candidacy become easier to observe.

4.3 Exploring Potential Outcomes

Based on the outcome distribution of similar archived students, EventAction lists the potential outcomes for the current student and estimates likelihoods. The outcome distribution view (Fig. 4) shows two sets of bars: the thicker bars represent the similar archived students, and the thinner bars represent the baseline of all archived students. From this view, users can estimate: (1) the current student’s most likely outcome, (2) the current student’s probability of achieving the desired outcome, and (3) whether the current student
is more or less likely to achieve the desired outcome compared to all archived students. Users can change the desired outcome at any time in the process and all views are updated accordingly.

Using the correlation view (Fig. 5), users can further explore which event categories are most correlated with the probability of having each outcome, so as to identify important event categories that the current student should pay attention to when making the action plan. Each cell or line chart shows the correlation between an outcome and an event category generated based on the similar archived students. The x-axis represents the number of occurrences of that event category in a student’s entire timeline. The y-axis represents the probability of having that outcome, which equals to the percentage of students who had that number of occurrences and had that outcome. The size of the dots encodes the number of records. Dots of more than 10 records are connected with lines to show the overall trends. The background color of the charts encodes the Pearson correlation coefficient of the dots, weighted by their sizes. The vertical dashed line shows the number of event occurrences the current student has so far.

Our initial design only used histograms to show the distributions of student populations with different numbers of event occurrences. It was named “feature distribution” but was found not very helpful. Instead of seeing only the distributions, users seemed more interested in learning how the event occurrence is correlated to the probability of achieving an outcome, especially the desired one. Thus, we calculated the percentage values for “probability of success” from the categorical outcome attribute, and added background colors to encode the correlation coefficient. We then changed the histogram to lines and dots to show the detailed relationship between “probability of success” and numbers of event occurrences. To avoid potential misinterpretation, we added text explanations triggered by mouse hovering. We recognize that the correlation information may not be easy for every user to interpret, but its value was immediately recognized by our computer science design partner and students. Simpler designs may be possible.

### 4.4 Reviewing Recommended Actions

After identifying event categories that are most correlated to the current student’s likelihood of achieving the desired outcome, users can explore the activity summary view to investigate the temporal aspect of the recommended actions. Users can choose to show either all or similar archived students (Fig. 6a), and can drill down to see only the activities of those who had the desired outcome of the current record (Fig. 6b), or compare the activities between everyone and those who had the desired outcome (Fig. 6c).

The activity summary view is directly integrated in the timeline of the current record (Fig. 6a) and the activity patterns can be used to guide the specification of the action plan. The background color of each cell in the table represents the percentage of records that...
time period used for computing the similarity. Again, aggregating archived records was important, as well as clearly highlighting the view and correlation view.

The overall design of EventAction went through a dozen iterations over a three-month period, during which we held weekly meetings with the review manager to deploy and demonstrate the latest version of the prototype, gather his feedback, and discuss an improvement plan. We revised the placement of the seven views of EventAction until the order matched the natural progression of the task. Adding the workflow control panel was very helpful as it suggests a single recommended series of actions, but instead provides an environment to help users understand the basis for the recommendation and a visual representation of the actions others had taken (like trails in the sand).

Several iterations also led to the consistent use of green color for the desired outcome across different views. Only the correlation view uses a different color palette, mapping a warm orange color hue for positive correlation and cool purple color hue for negative correlation. We made this exception for two reasons. First, if we use green, then only the column that represents the desired outcome should be colored in green while others should not. Thus, we would have to use two color schemes to encode the same information in the same view, which is confusing. Second, the correlation has both negative and positive values. Thus, a bi-color scheme is necessary.

5 Evaluation

We conducted an exploratory evaluation of EventAction to understand whether and how it was helpful in student advising, and identified its usability issues and limitations. We evaluated EventAction in the three usage scenarios: (1) review manager alone, (2) review manager advising a student, and (3) student making action plans alone. Our evaluation goals were aligned with the workflow of EventAction:

- Find Similar Archived Students: Was the meaning of similarity clear? Were there alternative approaches to assessing similarity? What were users’ strategies for selecting similar archived students?
- Explore Potential Outcomes: Was the outcome estimation based on similar archived students reliable to users? Was the correlation view easy to understand? How would the correlation view assist in making action plans?
- Review Recommended Actions: Was the activity summary view easy to understand? Would users be able to identify recommended actions?
- Review and Tune Plans: How did users proceed to define their action plans? How often should the outcome estimation be recalculated?

5.1 Review Manager Alone or Advising Students

After several weeks of iterative refinements, the prototype was deployed and made available to our collaborator review manager. He prepared a dataset of 520 archived records of graduated students. Most of the students were enrolled in the PhD program, and their recorded event categories included “start school”, “advanced course”, “core course”, “classes done”, “masters degree”, “publication”, “advanced to candidacy”, “TA” (Teaching Assistant), and “RA” (Research Assistant). The review manager categorized the students’ first placements into four types, including (1) software engineer, (2) industrial postdoc (e.g., research positions in labs such as Microsoft Research), (3) academic postdoc, and (4) assistant professor. The placement information was used as the students’ possible outcomes. The review manager also had access to the records of current students.

The review manager worked on his own computer with a 30-inch display. He was already familiar with the interface so no training was necessary. The entire study consisted of three 2-hour sessions taking place over two weeks. In the following, we describe how EventAction led to a variety of findings and recommended actions.
5.1.1 Exploring All Archived Students
In the first session, the review manager focused on exploring all archived student records to examine the quality of the data and check if the students’ performance matched the department’s expectation. He chose a random current student and selected all 520 archived students in the similarity distribution view.

At first, he looked at the outcome distribution and correlation views showing the placement information of all archived students, and the activity summary view showing the activity patterns during their studies. He confirmed that the distribution of the students’ placements matched his expectation and most of the activities (e.g., courses and assistantships) met the department’s requirements.

The hotspots in two event categories attracted his attention: A few students had their “start school” events in the third year instead of at the beginning. The review manager checked the source data and confirmed the pattern, explained by some students being allowed to take classes before being officially admitted. A second finding was that the most common time for advancing to candidacy was the fourth year instead of the fifth (the department’s deadline) or the sixth (the effective deadline from the university, after an extension), and he commented that this provided an important insight for improving the department’s management, suggesting benefits outside of the one-on-one review scenario.

5.1.2 Becoming an Assistant Professor
In the second session, a third-year Ph.D. student in the department served as the advisee. He described his goal as wanted to become an assistant professor after graduation. The review manager used EventAction to select the top 100 most similar archived students for the analysis.

The outcome distribution showed that the most common outcome of the similar archived students was software engineer and the least common one was assistant professor. Still, the percentage of assistant professors among the similar archived students was higher than that among all archived students. The review manager could easily explain to the advisee the probability of becoming an assistant professor is low but his likelihood was above the average.

Next, the review manager explored the correlation view and looked for event categories that were most positively correlated with the assistant professor outcome, including “publication”, “RA”, and “advanced course”. He noticed that the advisee had already been RA for several semesters but was short of advanced courses and publications. He recommended that the advisee should keep working as an RA, take more advanced courses, and start to accumulate publications.

The review manager then inspected the activity summary view to investigate when might be the best time for these recommended activities. He adjusted the controls to show the aggregated view of the activities of similar archived students who became assistant professors. The results showed a clear pattern of having an RA and publications in each Fall or Spring semester, and that the most common time for taking advanced courses was in the fourth year, before advancing to candidacy. The review manager showed the display to the advisee and they entered a draft action plan together following the pattern. EventAction estimated a 3% increase in the advisee’s likelihood of becoming an assistant professor.

The review manager then switched to show activities that distinguished those who became assistant professors from others. Compared to all similar archived students, more of those who became assistant professors had TAs in the final year. The review manager endorsed the benefit of building up teaching experience before going on the job market. They refined the action plan accordingly and the estimated likelihood increased by another 2%.

At the end of this session, the review manager commented: “Recalling a few memorable prior students and applying [the knowledge] to advise current students is biased. I tend to trust the data and statistics.” Still, the dialog with the student suggests that the review manager was using his own judgment and experience to evaluate the value of the generated patterns and guide the recommendation process.

5.1.3 Determining an Appropriate Goal
In the third session, the review manager investigated a common situation in which a current student needs help with both determining a goal and making an action plan. He picked a random current student and selected the top 100 most similar archived students. The outcome distribution showed that the current student’s likelihood is above the average in becoming a software engineer, but much below the average in becoming an assistant professor. The review manager commented: “If this student’s goal is to become an assistant professor, I would recommend pursuing a postdoc first.”

The review manager repeated this process and suddenly found an outlier: the student was not similar to most of the archived students as shown in the similarity distribution view. The review manager inspected the student’s record in detail and realized that the student made slow progress in both course and research: “I need to make sure this student knows the department’s requirements and deadlines.” The review manager remarked: “EventAction could help students get a sense of their situations and help them decide whether to continue their Ph.D. studies or not.” Future development may also help identify outliers and provide support for reviewing the records before meeting with those students.

5.2 Student Working Alone
In an academic context, to protect the privacy of prior student records and ensure an accurate understanding of the limitations of the data, allowing students to work alone may be infeasible. Nevertheless, we decided to use this scenario as a usability study to guide the design of EventAction. We again use the problem of graduate student advising, but for this test scenario, we constructed a synthetic dataset of 500 archived students, and included features of the real data observed in the study in the previous subsection.

We recruited three current Ph.D. students in our department who had never seen EventAction and elicited their feedback and suggestions. A laptop computer with a 15.4-inch display was used. We asked the participants to imagine that the selected current student was them and to use EventAction to make a plan to increase their likelihood of achieving their desired outcomes. We provided no training and encouraged the participants to think aloud and report their difficulties and any findings of interest. Each session lasted about 50 minutes. The timeline view showing the records of similar archived students was disabled, just as it would need to be when using real data, in order to protect privacy.

All three participants (referred as P1-3) found the workflow control panel easy to use and followed the workflow in their analyses. Below we describe the study results from each step of the workflow.

5.2.1 Find Similar Archived Students
All three participants understood the similarity distribution view and discovered that they could use the selection brush to adjust the cohort of similar archived students. The participants diverged in their strategies for selecting similar archived students. P1 selected the first half of all archived students as similar and commented: “The shape looks like a normal distribution so I set the threshold at the average.” P2 selected the 100 most similar archived students: “I only want those who are more similar to me.” P3 explored different strategies and decided to set a threshold of a third of the largest similarity score. He explained “setting a lower bound gives me more confidence.”
5.2.2 Explore Potential Outcomes

P1 chose academic postdoc as his desired outcome, P2 chose assistant professor, and P3 chose software engineer. All participants verbalized that they could estimate their own likelihoods of having each outcome from the outcome distribution of similar archived students. P1 immediately found that “my chance seems below the average.” P2 was concerned about the reliability of the results as he realized that “the number of assistant professors is small.” P3 thought the estimation could be more accurate if he could prioritize the event categories and put more weight on core courses. “These are more relevant to my goal,” he explained.

All participants had to spend at least five minutes to fully understand the correlation view. One common initial misinterpretation was to see the y-axis of the line chart as the number of students instead of the percentage. P1 and P3 corrected this misinterpretation by themselves as they inspected a few more charts, and the experimenter provided clarification after P2 remained uncertain about the meaning of the correlation chart for five minutes. The participants found many insights after they became familiar with the charts. For example, “I need to take more advanced courses to increase my chance” (P1), “RA and publications are important” (P2), and “publications seem not relevant to me” (P3). P2 and P3 expressed concerns about the large number of charts that need to be inspected. P2 explained “it is hard to keep track of what I have found. ..., I want a summary statement to remind me of the important things.” P3 suggested sorting the event categories by their correlations to the desired outcome: “I want to see the important ones first.”

5.2.3 Review Recommended Actions

All three participants were able to understand the activity summary view without training. They started by reviewing the activities of both all and similar archived students and found patterns and outliers, such as “students take more advanced courses than core courses in the later years” (P1), and “some students pick advisors as late as in their fourth year” (P3). They then narrowed down to those who had achieved their desired outcomes. P2 and P3 commented positively on the consistent use of green color for showing data relevant to the desired outcome: “I know things that are green in the timeline are important and need to pay attention to.” While P1 and P2 understood the concept of “distinguishable activities,” it took P3 a while to realize it was a simple comparison. “There are too many levels of subgroups and I was lost,” P3 explained.

5.2.4 Review and Tune Plans

None of the participants noticed the table cells in the activity summary view became clickable at this step. The experimenter had to provide hints to help them proceed, and P3 suggested providing guidance when users enter this step for the first time. When making action plans, P2 and P3 mainly referred to the activities of those who achieved their desired outcomes, and P2 explained “I want to at least be similar to these students.” P1 primarily referred to the activities that distinguish those who became academic postdoc and said: “These activities can make me stand out from the average.” All participants used both reference groups and switched between them multiple times. They also referred to the correlation view. “The correlation view tells me what to do and the activity summary view tells me when to do.” P3 emphasized.

All three participants explicitly mentioned that EventAction’s immediate feedback made them more motivated to improve the plan: “I am not satisfied; I probably need to make a better plan,” P1 said as he found his likelihood of becoming an academic postdoc is still below all archived students. “The feedback enable me to make and compare alternative plans,” P3 commented.

In the end, all three participants completed an action plan. P2 was particularly satisfied with the experience and said: “I appreciated that EventAction is evidence based. It is easier to understand than professors’ suggestion. Different professors often gave me different suggestions and confused me a lot.” P1 hoped to make an optimal plan and proposed a feature that “I only need to set my expectation and EventAction tells me what to do.” P3 expressed concerns about the reliability of EventAction’s approach that “the [archived] students might graduate many years ago and things have changed a lot today.”

In practice, until the accuracy and value of the recommendation and outcome estimation have been validated, it is unlikely that students would interact directly with private data about other students or that students would evaluate the likelihood of outcomes in the absence of guidance and encouragement of an advisor. However, this evaluation step still provided valuable usability information and input from students.

6 Discussion

Our early evaluation suggests that EventAction was helpful for both review managers and students, as they were able to use EventAction to effectively find similar archived students, explore the potential outcomes of the current student, review recommended actions, and prepare and iteratively improve action plans. Overall, the prescriptive analytics workflow of EventAction was easy to learn and the data-driven approach to student advising was appreciated by users.

6.1 Reliability of Recommendations

The holy grail of recommender systems is to convert recommendations into users’ actions. Providing reliable recommendations has the potential to increase users’ trust in the system and thus motivate actions. On the one hand, the reliability depends on the quantity and quality of the data available. To better profile the current advisee and find accurate similar archived records, the data describing each record must be rich, and to find sufficient similar archived records, the data volume must be large and representative. In the early design of EventAction, the data contained only temporal event sequences and outcomes. Additional attributes for records (e.g., demographics information) and events (e.g., the grade of a course) can be included to improve the quality of the retrieved set of similar archived records.

On the other hand, convincing users that the recommendations are actually reliable may prove to be equally difficult, and will require further research on the impact of algorithms and the user interface on users’ perception of the quality of the prediction. Overconfidence can also be an issue. Our users identified several promising elements in the design of EventAction: (1) visually presenting the raw data and the statistics, (2) consistent use of color to mark data and patterns relevant to users’ desired outcomes, (3) providing detailed textual explanations on demand as tooltips, and (4) presenting not only unexpected insights but also expected findings that match the users’ domain knowledge. Users also pointed out several limitations of EventAction. For example, our initial similarity algorithm does not give users the flexibility to tune the similarity measures, and it is difficult to keep track of findings and recall them at the plan-making stage. Besides, although users could open multiple windows to make multiple action plans in parallel, our current prototype does not support saving or visually comparing alternative plans, which would be a useful feature to add.

Compared to the recommendations of products to purchase or films to watch, recommendations using temporal event sequences could yield an exponential number of possible combinations, and differences between two recommended temporal event sequences are likely to be small. The novel approach EventAction uses to solve this problem is that it does not explicitly recommend a particular sequence directly (e.g., Shani et al. [39]), but relies on the user to interpret the probabilities from the correlation analysis and aggregated event sequence on a timeline to construct a reasonably good, even if not optimal, plan.
6.2 Limitations of the User Study

The overall feedback provided by study participants was very positive and generated a lot of discussion and suggestions, nevertheless, we are aware of several limitations. First, the study used a limited number of participants and only computer science students. Working with a wider range of students and majors will inevitably require improvements to the interface. For example, the correlation view may not be usable for some users and alternative designs should be explored—such as textual summaries of the most important results (e.g., a list of the three most important event categories, and general timing insights). Computer science students could discover most features of the interface on their own, but tutorials may be needed for other populations.

Our primary goal was to build a first complete system to demonstrate and start the evaluation of the general approach, but future work will need to focus on improving and validating individual components of the design. Additional steps may also be included, such as checking program requirements to see if they have been met and augmenting recommendations with required steps based on those requirements.

Privacy issues need to be addressed more thoroughly with the implementation of strong safeguards by default but also the exploration of novel strategies specific to this approach. For example, students may grant view access to part of their records to their friends, or the interface may automatically link to publicly available resumes matching the relevant archived students.

Additional improvements might include support for collaboration [21] between advisor and advisee and the use of large displays to instantiate and compare multiple plans of actions [30].

6.3 Scalability and Generality

Scalability remains a challenge for most interactive visualizations. This initial prototype does not tackle scalability issues yet. It runs smoothly with a testing dataset of 10,000 records, each with an average of 42 events. Larger number of archived records would slow down the searching for similar archived students and the automatic re-computation after the action plan is updated. A manual mechanism could be used instead to allow users to decide when to trigger the time-consuming functions. For applications requiring extremely large datasets, such as millions of web customer records, interactive tools using EventAction’s current workflow may help researchers understand the role event sequences can play in determining similarity and selecting a plan of action, and ultimately lead to specialized non-interactive algorithms for real-time action selection (i.e., determining a series of interventions).

Finally, the student review application we selected offered useful simplifications allowing the rapid development of a functional prototype that could be deployed for immediate testing. Graduate student records tend to be of similar length, the number of event categories is fairly small, and the semester organization lends itself to a meaningful bucketing strategy to simplify the display of temporal patterns. Easy access to real data and experienced users was also a significant advantage, and our pre-existing familiarity with the general domain and data contributed to our ability to design a useful interface rapidly.

While we believe other application domains will benefit from the general approach of EventAction, further research is needed to tackle the wide variety of event data characteristics and the needs of different users. To start this process we have initiated a collaboration with eCommerce industry partners to investigate the use of EventAction to plan multi-step interventions. Our early discussions suggest that a potential use for EventAction is to help in-house analysts devise and tune the strategies to find similar customers and plan interventions that match the desired outcome (e.g., retain a customer or get him to upgrade) with the goal of later transferring those strategies to automated algorithms. We have also started investigating applications in the medical domain.

The concept of EventAction was born from our long experience with visual analytics in healthcare, and we believe our approach will provide a fresh way for doctors and researchers to plan long-term medical treatments and follow-up actions associated with a desired outcome. EventAction’s approach may facilitate the discussion between patients and medical professionals as they make choices and plan treatment next steps, and—once further refinements are made—may inspire new ways to provide evidence-based medicine and foster patient engagement in the decision process.

Our preliminary studies with health data suggest many specific needs. First, interval events (e.g., a week-long hospitalization) need to be treated differently from point events (e.g., a blood test) since the event duration is often critical to making decisions. Passive events (e.g., disease symptoms or diagnoses), which users cannot plan for, should be tagged separately from active interventions (e.g., treatments). Furthermore, users need to be able to prioritize certain events in the records and ignore others—such as those coming from untrusted sources. Finally, records are typically long and complex, so finding a similar case may rely on matching complex patterns but focusing on a small portion of the record.

7 Conclusion

The paper described a novel approach for prescriptive analytics that enables analysts to conduct similarity-based data-driven action planning. We designed and implemented a functional prototype called EventAction for a selected application domain (student advising), which was deployed and tested with real student data for a review manager and with synthetic data for three graduate students. Our evaluation demonstrated that the interface could be learned quickly and the proposed workflow was comprehensible.

While recommender systems are commonly used, the novelty of our approach is that it uses event sequences as features to identify similar records and appropriate actions. Visual analytics techniques are particularly useful because they provide a rich aggregated presentation of the recommendations, allowing users to explore alternatives and adjust parameters. Analysts can combine prior knowledge and data-driven insights into an actionable plan along with a measure of the likely outcome. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at a prescriptive analytics interface designed to present and explain recommendations of temporal event sequences. We believe that this approach can be applied to a wide variety of domains such as healthcare or business analytics, and that the paper opens the door to a new direction of promising research.
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